**openSUSE Release Process - action #10714**

**[python] get weblate into production**

2016-02-11 09:25 - lnussel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Closed</th>
<th>Start date:</th>
<th>2016-02-11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Due date:</td>
<td>2016-05-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignee</td>
<td>aplanas</td>
<td>% Done:</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Estimated time:</td>
<td>160.00 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description**

The current way how openSUSE is translated shows it's age. A group of enthusiasts has put up weblate [https://l10n.opensuse.org/](https://l10n.opensuse.org/) as a more modern way to handle translations. A number of issues are still blocking it's general acceptance though:

- all issues found by stanislav ([https://github.com/nijel/weblate/issues/created_by/stanislav-brabec](https://github.com/nijel/weblate/issues/created_by/stanislav-brabec))
- dashboard for translators ([https://github.com/nijel/weblate/issues/865](https://github.com/nijel/weblate/issues/865))
- make github pull requests properly, maybe via native github code ([https://github.com/nijel/weblate/issues/943](https://github.com/nijel/weblate/issues/943))
- dashboard for the release manager (requirements to be discussed, similar to [http://i18n.opensuse.org/stats/trunk/toplist.php](http://i18n.opensuse.org/stats/trunk/toplist.php))

The task is considered done when the old svn is retired and weblate is used for translations.

**History**

### #1 - 2016-02-11 09:27 - Inussel
- Checklist item changed from [ ] [https://github.com/nijel/weblate/issues/created_by/stanislav-brabec], [ ] dashboard for translators, [ ] github pull requests, [ ] dashboard for release manager to [ ] [https://github.com/nijel/weblate/issues/created_by/stanislav-brabec], [ ] dashboard for translators, [ ] github pull requests, [ ] dashboard for release manager, [ ] talk at osc16, [ ] update documentation

### #2 - 2016-02-11 09:27 - Inussel
- Assignee deleted (coolo)

### #3 - 2016-02-18 12:47 - Inussel
- Assignee set to aplanas
- Estimated time set to 160.00 h

### #4 - 2016-02-18 12:47 - Inussel
- Subject changed from get weblate into production to [python] get weblate into production

### #5 - 2016-02-24 15:02 - Inussel
- Description updated

### #6 - 2016-03-01 13:05 - aplanas
- Status changed from New to In Progress

### #7 - 2016-03-07 13:00 - aplanas
- Checklist item changed from to [x] dashboard for translators

### #8 - 2016-03-07 13:06 - aplanas
Dashboard for release manager: is not enough with this view that is already there?

[https://l10n.opensuse.org/projects/kiwi/master/](https://l10n.opensuse.org/projects/kiwi/master/)

[https://l10n.opensuse.org/projects/snapper/master/](https://l10n.opensuse.org/projects/snapper/master/)

### #9 - 2016-03-18 08:17 - Inussel
- Priority changed from Normal to High
#10 - 2016-03-21 12:10 - aplanas
- Checklist item changed from [ ] to [ ] dashboard for translators

#11 - 2016-03-21 12:11 - aplanas
- Checklist item changed from [ ] to [x] dashboard for translators

#12 - 2016-03-23 16:08 - aplanas
PR for release manager dashboard: https://github.com/nijel/weblate/pull/1039

#13 - 2016-03-30 09:12 - lnussel
weblate 2.5 is deployed now https://lists.opensuse.org/opensuse-translation/2016-03/msg00063.html

#14 - 2017-07-28 07:36 - lnussel
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed
  
  this is done